
eVolve Origin

It works! Is there any better testimonial to consider when searching out software 
toolsets that will elevate your firm’s fabrication process?

“We saved weeks in time and money. The built-in reports 
alone would take weeks to put together. It pays for itself.” 
– Thomas Coles

“IT PAYS FOR ITSELF . . . THE VALUE PACK WORKS.”
- Thomas Coles, Mechanical Construction

• Benefit from hundreds of preconfigured settings, drawing templates, service definitions, code 
specifications, workflow palettes, and over twenty essential reports

• Reduce design time while providing more complete, accurate, and professional deliverables
• Thousands of typical fabrication items are included
• Includes 80-85% of the most commonly needed services and items
• for commercial and institutional projects.

“After five years using Building Data software, we found some features didn’t work. There wasn’t a lot of 
support. It was confusing, and the content creation was difficult – trying to gather information to create
fabrication drawings. But eVolve Origin makes it easier to ask the right questions to get drawings that are 
detailed enough for suppliers. Things are where they’re supposed to be.”
- Thomas Coles, Mechanical Construction

Autodesk® Fabrication CADmep™ and Autodesk ® Fabrication ESTmep™ are powerful fabrication solutions 
that require significant time andeffort to unleash their full potential. It can take weeks, or even months, to 
configure these products. Get up and running faster with eVolve Origin, and eliminate most of the initial 
configuration chores as compared to the “out of the box” content.
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“We saved weeks in time and money. The built-in reports alone 
would take weeks to put together. It pays for itself.”

“It enhances the workflow. I liked it from the start. It makes things 
a lot easier. I’m for anything that can make my life easier… It 
works! You don’t feel like you’re running in circles.”

eVolve Origin

• Benefit from hundreds of preconfigured settings, drawing templates
• service definitions, code specifications, workflow palettes, and over twenty essential reports
• Reduce design time while providing more complete, accurate, and cprofessional deliverables
• Thousands of typical fabrication items are included
• Includes 80-85% of the most commonly needed services and items for commercial and 

institutional projects.

• Simplify and optimize hanger design
• Allow piping and plumbing designers to correctly space pipes on hangers and racks with standard 

clearances
• Calculate center-to-center dimensions of pipes on a trapeze hanger, considering material and 

insulation thickness
• All the manual data entry is already done! Coles explains, “The features allow me to get the 

processes lined out.”

• Protect the integrity of your company’s master database
• without restricting connection speeds
• Improve software performance
• Reduce down time if cloud connection is lost
• Work remotely
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Imperial (USA Standard) Configuration Pack

Pipe Rack Calculator

FABsync



eVolve Origin

eVolve MEP provides content creation training, programming and custom content, such as service and item 
creation. And eVolve MEP is the leading Autodesk Fabrication reseller in North America
for support and training. We have the largest, most responsive technical staff to support your needs. “eVolve 
MEP has really been good helping me resolve issues. The eVolve MEP team comes together with me,” Thomas 
Coles explains. Even the technical demonstration by eVolve MEP showed Coles in advance how to resolve 
issues that might arise. “The process is a lot smoother now. They’re helping me to be more successful.” 

Like things your way? Get the needed tools unlocked so you can modify and enhance them as desired. It’s a 
quick start and a great foundation for creating your own unique company database as needed for each job. 

eVolve Origin by eVolve MEP will make your firm’s fabrication process easier, more efficient and more accurate 
– the way technology is supposed to work for you.

“eVolve MEP has really been good helping me resolve issues. The eVolve 
MEP team comes together with me... The process is a lot smoother now. 

They’re helping me to be more successful.”
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